
Prompt Wartime Regime against Designed Bio-Weapon.2020/3/10,
⑴Evidences of Designed Bio-Weapon the New CoronaVirus(=CV).
Aim of the Weapon～Destroying Aural Democracy toward silent Terror Ruling?!!.

⑵Observed the extra-ordinal rapid and global infection speed.

Infection explosion is due to massive unconscious healthy people the infected.

⑶Prompt Wartime Regime<Lockdown and Logistics>
by complete military suits working with various weapons against CV,

and Life Stabilizing by Rationing for fundamental Foods and Mede-Cares,etc.

⑷New Economy Calculation for Anticpating Demands and Production
The war would become chronical and global to destroy the Life and Business as Usual.

＊Google translator is available for Japanese reports.2020/3/10,11,12,16,19,20,,27,28,29,4/1,6,9,13,20,23,30

CORRECTION:
2020/4/23:APPENDIX-14:A Possible Cause of Immunity Incompleteness.2020/4/1

Spike and receptor bonding interaction is not optimal.→ strong

Coronavirus bond with ACE2 at almost organs is strong to cause various painful symptoms.

Now it is not clear the strong bonding is a cause of Immunity Incompleteness

[1]:How does coronavirus spread and how can you protect yourself?
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/01/coronavirus-spread-protect-200130115539072.ht

ml?utm_source=website&utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links

⑴Corona infects mucous membrane of nose, throat and eyes. "
https://www.shinjyuku-ekimae-clinic.info/news/20200215.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mucous_membrane
⑵Coronavirus: How eyes may play a role in its spread
https://www.allaboutvision.com/conditions/coronavirus-and-your-eyes/

You would have to make goggles by handmaking

With something transparent plastic and surgery tape.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/01/coronavirus-spread-protect-200130115539072.html?utm_source=website&utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/01/coronavirus-spread-protect-200130115539072.html?utm_source=website&utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
https://www.shinjyuku-ekimae-clinic.info/news/20200215.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mucous_membrane
https://www.allaboutvision.com/conditions/coronavirus-and-your-eyes/


⑶Environments where new coronaviruses are weaker and stronger (JBpress)

https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/article?a=20200302-00059517-jbpressz-int

Disadvantage in colder regions in high latitudes ,dangerous air-tight space due to

cryopreservation <Proof of high concentration airborne infection>, always secure flow and

dilute! ! .
Note author has no doctor license,but amateur in medical.However even the professional do

misleading for unexperienc problem.Thereby he recommend you should carefully reexamine

each items.

⑷How to Kill Coronavirus=Destroy the sticking spears by washing soap.
Surfactant is told to destroy the spears of virus(sticking and invading weapons).

Virus isolation requires strict engineering! ! , Both easygoing and anxious must make the

Engineering with imaging to kill and insulate this malicious ball.

* It may be necessary to spray the drug, it could be destroyed also by

irradiation with sunlight in a nutrient-free environment.There is a germicidal ultraviolet lamp,

is an infrared lamp effective? . Contact Manufacturer on Information on sterilize time! ! !

⑸How to Keep Logistics with Minimum Production in Lockdown Regime??
This is entirely not BUSINES AS USUAL,but insidious and very hazardous war against us.

It may be possible to take long time to settle.Then a possible weapon is protection suits with

mask-goggles the Soldier Suits in BUSINESS contacting and gathering people.
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/21/coronavirus-dupont-ramps-up-safety-suit-production-ami

d-china-shortage.html

In order to overcome the strong infection power,this method must become

National Strategy for all the nation people.

⑹The Terrible Empty Shelfs in Markets by Panic People.
In order to stablize minimum life.it must be necessary to establish Rationing !!.

⑺Above ⑸⑹ are nothing,but promting Wartime Regime with GHQ.
⑻New Economy Calculation for Anticpating Demands and Production
The war would become chronical and global to destroy the Life and Business as Usual.

⑼Caring also for Simultaneous Climate Collapse the supreme Extinction Event.
The wartime regime could become EFFECTIVE also for Climate War world war the 3rd.

Worsened 2020 climate would attack global agriculture to cause new famine world.

A crisis could become another Big Chance depending on our managing way !

https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/article?a=20200302-00059517-jbpressz-int
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/21/coronavirus-dupont-ramps-up-safety-suit-production-amid-china-shortage.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/21/coronavirus-dupont-ramps-up-safety-suit-production-amid-china-shortage.html


[２]：Weapon Mechanism of the Coronavirus<a hypothesis by author>.
❶Simple, but Fundamental Dynamics of Bio-Molecule Reaction.
Reference:Fumio,Ohsawa,Precision Machines of Llife,yomiuri science library,17,1987

P185, Self Assembly is a principle of automatic constructing of giant molecule by self

gathering of each subunits(parts)toward constructing super molecule in sufficient matter

feeding.Each parts is destined to bond with peculiar portion of an unique partner.

186 It’s just like automatic production of a car by gathering a set of parts in box and shaking

& mixing it toward just fitting and bonding with each others.

⑴shaking & mixing it Temperature=T.Higher T is to break,Lower T is not to gather.

⑵supplement by author 

A super bio-molecular is assembled and

bonded by key and lock(凸凹) with

electrical attraction force(in a catalysis).It can be “Off and On” by Temperature.Higher T

makes off,while lower one on.Thereby mammal body temperature is controlled as constant.

⑶:❷ →Higher concentration of the parts and lower temperature near at wounded cell

surface is to promote reconstruction of VIRUS toward launching to cause hazard for many.

❷Invasion,Prolification to destroy cell,higher density toward Re-bonding &Spreading.
 Virus becomes possible to prolificate by

being broken to two parts of DNA(or RNA)

and the Capsid(a protein ball container of

the RNA(DNA))in an invaded cell’s

higher temperature toward

explosive copying prolification of those.

https://www.jfrl.or.jp/storage/file/news_vol3_no19.pdf

 Then matters of prolification is gotten by stealing from invaded cell.

→trigerring Inflammatory Symptoms due to the cell destroyed in health weaker people..

 Higher density of the two prolificated parts at lower temperature in destroyed cell surface

is to bond with each others toward VIRUS reincarnation and to launch toward exterior❶⑶.

=The Infection Generating Mechanism.
 As a result of stronger active metabolism in lower age or healthier people, the number of

healthy cells regenerates more than cell destruction to keep superficial normal condition.

=The Insidious and Strong Infection Explosion Mechanism.

Attraction Force Random Repulsive

Electrical Force Thermal

Higher T

by

alive cell

split &

prolification
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by

dead cell

rebond

& spread

https://www.jfrl.or.jp/storage/file/news_vol3_no19.pdf


This may be a kernel design philosophy of the bio-weapon !!!.

Thereby,the winning or not is depending on will and action of massive stronger and healthier

ordinary people in the world.They are also kernel people of BUSINESS society.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/05/health/coronavirus-children.html

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/we-simply-do-not-understand-why-coronavir

us-sparing-children-puzzling-n1147951

⒠Note the many patients recover from the disease to be without virus.Some of they may get

immunity ability against the virus.It could be useful to establish the treatment.

[３]：The Evidence and Prospection on the Ending.
❶The Evidence of Bio-Weapon and the Behind.
Following is the most serious and decisive report at this time.

⑴Experts in Europe,non-erasable man-made trace(evidences)in new virus.
https://www.epochtimes.jp/p/2020/02/51700.html

 Seriously decisive reports by many top scientist’s.views
⑵China is Confronting the COVID-19 Epidemic. Was It Man-Made? An Act of of
Bio-warfare?
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-is-confronting-the-covid19-epidemic-was-it-man-made
-an-act-of-of-bio-warfare/5705067
China’s Coronavirus: A Shocking Update. Did The Virus Originate in the US?
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-coronavirus-shocking-update/5705196

⑶Once prince Philipp(UK) told,In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to
return as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation(1988).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html

⑷ROCKEFELLER AND MASS MURDER
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html

⑸Is Coronavirus Panic Sending Us Back to the Days of Racist Quarantines?
https://truthout.org/articles/is-coronavirus-panic-sending-us-back-to-the-days-of-racist-quar
antines/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b21e1d35-25b4-4a10-af64-15d30ac4caf9

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/05/health/coronavirus-children.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/we-simply-do-not-understand-why-coronavirus-sparing-children-puzzling-n1147951
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/we-simply-do-not-understand-why-coronavirus-sparing-children-puzzling-n1147951
https://www.epochtimes.jp/p/2020/02/51700.html
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-is-confronting-the-covid19-epidemic-was-it-man-made-an-act-of-of-bio-warfare/5705067
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-is-confronting-the-covid19-epidemic-was-it-man-made-an-act-of-of-bio-warfare/5705067
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-coronavirus-shocking-update/5705196
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html
https://truthout.org/articles/is-coronavirus-panic-sending-us-back-to-the-days-of-racist-quarantines/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b21e1d35-25b4-4a10-af64-15d30ac4caf9
https://truthout.org/articles/is-coronavirus-panic-sending-us-back-to-the-days-of-racist-quarantines/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b21e1d35-25b4-4a10-af64-15d30ac4caf9


❷Prospection on the Ending<is it not seasonal,but lasting for long ?!!>
Now Author could not get decisive evidence,but circumstantial one by experts telling.

Ordinal influenza is seasonal especially in winter and is to end in spring.It is contacting skin

surface in cold & dry air that may enable virus invasion to mucous membrane in nose,and

throat.Now also people in southern warmer region nation begin to be infected.

⑴The new corona’s ” May ending '' is a big miscalculation, more than 100 infected
people in warmer Singapore .
https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20200305-00000011-nkgendai-life

The hot and humid Singapore just below the equator has more than 100 infected people.

Singapore has a population of about 5.6 million. The infection density is quite high. In

Singapore today, the temperature is about 26-32 degrees and the humidity is over 80%. The

infection is spreading in a climate like Japan's early summer.

⑵Timeline: How the new coronavirus spread
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/01/timeline-china-coronavirus-spread-20
0126061554884.html
COVID-19 Coronavirus: Timeline and Analysis
https://www.globalresearch.ca/ncov-2019-coronavirus-time-line/5705776

⑶366 coronavirus deaths in Italy, Saudi schools shut: Live updates
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/03/italy-poised-seal-north-coronavirus-liv
e-updates-200307234942500.html

Allergy sensitive people will not be infected ??(authors opinion)

Mucous membrane

high viscosity Mucus Fluid FLOW the Protecting Cleaner

dry,wet,cold,hot air effectAerosol

dust,vapor

https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20200305-00000011-nkgendai-life
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/01/timeline-china-coronavirus-spread-200126061554884.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/01/timeline-china-coronavirus-spread-200126061554884.html
https://www.globalresearch.ca/ncov-2019-coronavirus-time-line/5705776
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/03/italy-poised-seal-north-coronavirus-live-updates-200307234942500.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/03/italy-poised-seal-north-coronavirus-live-updates-200307234942500.html


APPENDIX-1:The Awful Original Sin of Bio-Weapon Development by Japanese.

Unit 731 the Past History Record(Japanese)
http://eritokyo.jp/independent/aoyama-unit731-wiki1.htm

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unit_731

They developed bio-weapon by employing horrible cruel vivid foreigner prisoners body

experiments in occupied China.After the war,their experiment data were transferred to US

military(Fort Detric lab)by exchanging no war-criminal dealing.They even got ruling status in

public medical research labs,university,health ministry,and drug makers in Japan.Many

experts now are accusing such public institutions for their hiding of true infected patient
number at this time by limiting PCR test . A expert told real infected patients is about ten
times of the announced number..........Japanese might be destroyed both by Fukushima and

Coronavirus due to the awful own sin of admiring and following Satan(=no truth,justice and

care for others pain),but no deep repentance.

APPENDIX-2:A Report Disclosing Possibility of Immunodeficiency?!.
<<Scientists from China and France have discovered the "HIV element present in the new

coronavirus" announced by Indian scientists. As the result, they added that the virus may be

up to 1000 times more infectious than SARS >> Significance of ignoring strong infectivity

and potential for bioterrorism<Japanese→Google translator>.

http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/409.html

Scientists in the Indian Institute of Technology have discovered that the new HIV virus has

been inserted into the new coronavirus. In addition, Chinese officials have indicated that ``

some can not acquire immunity even if infected '', the situation is in a new phase

http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/269.html

Certainly at least now,new Coronavirus is characterized by low dying rate(few%).

Many might be affected,though not become onset.A reason is stronger metabolism

conquering ill(cell dying rate is smaller than cell’s new generating rate is to cause superficial

no ill,however they have been affected with virus).Those hiddenly affected would become

onset when they become weaken by bad environment<strong fatigue,or stress unfavorable>

Due to the lower rate,also many think of that once having gotten the immunity,corona

becomes no fear any more !!.Some might think so easily.However this could become

dangerous.There is many reports that,very oddly, once affected and became on set,the

recovers frequently become once more ill.This fact is to cause doubt on immunity of the new

virus.A web indicates(recommendation?? of)early getting immunity toward own surviving.

Note this APPENDIX-2 needs strong reexamination.

http://eritokyo.jp/independent/aoyama-unit731-wiki1.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unit_731
http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/409.html
http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/269.html


APPENDIX-3:Face Mask could be effective against Coronavirus.
Usually face mask’s aim is considered intercepting output of something harmful from

patient(=mask hating).Of course professional orient one is intercepting input.Typical is

military gas mask against chemical or bio-war.Following is entirely authors opinion,but not

authorized.Thereby author could not insure you the effectiveness.

A cheap selling cloth mask could become to military gas mask by certain degree.

It is very simple.By pasting water wet thick cloth pad behind face mask,

it could nearly be military one.

Because ,by deep wet,you could not breath<complete virus filtering>.

By nothing wet.you can easily breath<,but nothing filtering>

Thereby,certain degree of wet,it could be favorable filtering.

pad edge should be completely shielded by surface pressure of mask,if possible.

Author heard that by soap(surfactant)washing,virus invasion ability can be destroyed.

Thereby,this mask may be reversible by soap washing and sun light irradiation.

Strong Warning against Mask Hate Habit !!.
Due to the common sense of hate against mask,people in USA,or Europe will not wear

mask.It is very dangerous against own-self and many others at this pandemic time,

From very begging,corona pandemic is bio-weapon war,against which all of you must take

Mask as Protecting Weapon.It is strong obligation of all of us.
Note as for workers in dangerous zone by dense virus possibility,also eye mask may be

necessary.→ complete protecting military suits style.

How to get Protecting Weapons ?!!.
We should call for nation and the makers those as wartime production & rationing !!.

It is weapon against the terribly dangerous war.

mask pad



APPENDIX-4:The Demagogy on Corona Immunity.
Recent reports revealed awful and very insidious demagogy indicating that as for

healthier people(especially low age and youth,etc),earlier affection would be a survival

method by having got immunity.However,this would be very dangerous for own-self and

many others. Because long time immunity for corona has not yet verified.It is told Corona

has 4 trace of embedded AIDS DNA the Immunodeficiency<APPENDIX-2>.
＊addenda2020/3/19. UK government withdrew from the Population Immunity Policy !!

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/coronavirus-pandemic-herd-immunity-u

k-boris-johnson/608065/

UK's own anti-virus measures threaten people's lives,
many scientists oppose (3/15)

https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20200315-51894727-bbc-int

Scientists criticized also Sir Patrick Valence, chief scientific adviser to the British

government, for saying that controlling the spread of infection would increase the country's

population's immunity to the virus.More than 300 people have signed the accusing letter.

UK Coronavirus Policy in "Surrender" Address and Mass Immunity
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/byline/onomasahiro/20200315-00167884/

Controversy has emerged in the UK, as the UK government's basic policy has set a goal of

converging the epidemic by establishing "population immunity" with the majority of people

affected by the coronavirus............The new coronavirus is yet unknown, and it is not yet

clear whether long-term immunity will be established.

Once prince Philipp(UK) told,In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return
as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation(1988).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html

ROCKEFELLER AND MASS MURDER
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html

UK Government 'risky' herd immunity coronavirus plan aims to get people infected
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/newsscotland/uk-government-risky-herd-immunity-coron

avirus-plan-aims-to-get-people-infected/ar-BB11bYHo

Some argue that it is a "survival of the fittest" that puts vulnerable groups, such as the

elderly, the vulnerable, and those with compromised immune systems, at much greater risk.

https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/coronavirus-pandemic-herd-immunity-uk-boris-johnson/608065/
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/coronavirus-pandemic-herd-immunity-uk-boris-johnson/608065/
https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20200315-51894727-bbc-int
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/byline/onomasahiro/20200315-00167884/
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/newsscotland/uk-government-risky-herd-immunity-coronavirus-plan-aims-to-get-people-infected/ar-BB11bYHo
https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/newsscotland/uk-government-risky-herd-immunity-coronavirus-plan-aims-to-get-people-infected/ar-BB11bYHo


APPENDIX-5：Strategy Strong Virus Combat Operation(China)
vs Insidious Population Immunity Survival(Japan,UK).
By UK’s withdraw announcement,nation with the latter strategy become Japan only?.

https://tanakanews.com/200316virus.htm

As for what he told,above authors true intention may be upside down,but reality in Japan..

❶Strong Virus Combat Operation(China)
What America can learn from China’s use of robots and telemedicine to combat the
coronavirus
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/how-china-is-using-robots-and-telemedicine-to-combat-t

he-coronavirus.html

How China could Escape from Corona Explosion?(Google translator)

https://news.yahoo.co.jp/byline/endohomare/20200318-00168400/
There is an strong able leader against bio-weapon war.Once they experienced the war

against SARS.However their untold terrible sacrifices may be not small.2020/3/18,they

launched victory(funeral) fireworks,however operation the complete exterminating virus

would be long time ! ???.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuWQInYTGK0&list=RDqVm3GdOd2P8&index=4

❷Insidious Population Immunity Survival(Japan?).
Pragmatical UK Method against New Corona Virus.
https://tanakanews.com/200316virus.htm

Note odd Japan’s fundamental national functions after the war has been being indirectly

controlled by invisible US military.This is an experiment lab for them(APPENDIX-1).
Now almost nations the infected declared National Emergency,but only Japan do not !.

Even author a Japanese could not know what really happen in Japan.

Coronavirus: Up to 70% of Germany could become infected - Merkel

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51835856

Then note their estimation is horrific enough !!!

Nation Population Infection Rate(～0.7?) Mortality(0.02??)＝Number of Dead？！
Example Calculation for USA.)300million 0.7? 0.02??＝4,200,000 !!??

If it is real,a hell would have been realized with supreme chaos causing another disasters.

Once again.this problem is to be discussed in APPENDIX-7

https://tanakanews.com/200316virus.htm
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/how-china-is-using-robots-and-telemedicine-to-combat-the-coronavirus.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/18/how-china-is-using-robots-and-telemedicine-to-combat-the-coronavirus.html
https://news.yahoo.co.jp/byline/endohomare/20200318-00168400/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuWQInYTGK0&list=RDqVm3GdOd2P8&index=4
https://tanakanews.com/200316virus.htm
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51835856


APPENDIX-6：Military Protection Suits Effectiveness was Proved.
https://www.jiji.com/jc/article?k=2020031300717&g=pol

None was infected in strongly infected field works.Japan military received a dispatch order

on January 31, and a total of approximately 4,900 soldiers, including reserve SDF ones,

were engaged in medical assistance and other services at the infected Diamond Princess

cruise ship and temporary lodging facilities for returnees who had been infected.

Military use needs skill by some know-how,however it would be available also in non-military

field without difficulty.Nation must distribute those to people in necessity.

*Many the professional pubic officers of health ministry were infected at there.

APPENDIX-7：A Fassion Evolution against Corona Virus.

Lockdown strategy could be

temporal,but can not lasting

long.Recovering business&

commuting needs mass

protection working suits.One

piece and reversible in washing

are favorable. How to make the

suits comfortable ??

https://www.jiji.com/jc/article?k=2020031300717&g=pol


APPENDIX-8:Bottomless Abyss,or Not ??
Logically,there are two possibility of true or not as for what PM Merkel told.

❶Is the virus designed toward global depopulation ??
Coronavirus: Up to 70% of Germany could become infected - Merkel
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51835856

Then note their estimation is horrific enough !!! ,they might be wise Alarmist.

Population300million Infection Rate(0.7?) Mortality(0.02??)＝4,200,000 !!?? dead？！

It would be depend on virus spreading speed,if once medicare catastrophe,number of

mortality could not be 0.02,but higher rate,which would turn to cause social catastrophe.

It may be the possible coming world prophecied by as Operation EndGame.
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can

engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To

live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker

ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

*Also Arctic Methane catastrophe risk would cause global extinction by scientist’s silent.

❷It would depend on how to decrease infection rate !!
If not true,it would be not becoming hell by certain degree of the infection rate.

Thereby,how to decrease the rate is highest priority problem in the world.

⑴Primitive strict lockdown strategy is effective to intercept virus spreading.,

however it can not lasting for long time.Famine is waiting at there.

⑵Restarting Economy Activity is inevitable to save our minimum life in the Infected

environment.,which may also restart infection diffusing once again.

⑶Complete exterminating virus would take long time(how long ???).

How to kill virus??,are there light irradiation killing method without drugs ?

⑷Possible option may be restart business with protection suits with various protection tools.

This is bio weapon wartime regime with rationing for foods and medicare,etc.

People must not make long procession at supermarket with empty shelves.

⑸Prompt Global Solidarity toward Bio-Wartime Strategy.
Even under nation border lockdown,at least, minimum international import and export flow

can not be stopped for saving our minimum life for the time being.In order to make the

high effectiveness,bio-wartime technology and products must be developed,produced,

and distributed by international cooperation with decisive common fact recognition.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-51835856
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho


APPENDIX-9: Light Irradiation Virus Killing Method without Drugs.
Coronavirus: China disinfects buses and elevators with ultraviolet light
https://www.futura-sciences.com/sante/actualites/coronavirus-coronavirus-chine-desinfecte-

bus-ascenseurs-ultraviolets-80048/

This is very easily applicable at every community fields where people gather by
electric power. Note this method kill virus especially in most dangerous both
Airbone and Surface ones. This is strong weapon against the virus !!.
Caution that stronger ultra violet light is hazardous to eyes,so you should take
grass if necessary..Note strong ultra violet light(burning skin !) is also contained
sun light in fine days.Contact the maker and eye doctors.If possible, everyone
could play and work in stronger sun light especially in fine days?!.

＊Corona Pneumonia the medical guide line for the professional.
http://dl.med.or.jp/dl-med/kansen/novel_corona/covid19plan_v7.pdf
Language is Japanese.The virus is sensitive for ultra violet light and heat,these
are written.

https://www.futura-sciences.com/sante/actualites/coronavirus-coronavirus-chine-desinfecte-bus-ascenseurs-ultraviolets-80048/
https://www.futura-sciences.com/sante/actualites/coronavirus-coronavirus-chine-desinfecte-bus-ascenseurs-ultraviolets-80048/
http://dl.med.or.jp/dl-med/kansen/novel_corona/covid19plan_v7.pdf


APPENDIX-10:A Real Data on Positive,but without symptom.
Half of the asymptomatic positive and mild cases had shadows in their lungs.
Self Defense Force hospital case;;2020/03/24 13:54

https://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_politics/articles/000179859.html

The Japan Ministry of Defense summarized the cases of the new coronavirus patients

accepted at the SDF Central Hospital, and found that half of the asymptomatic positive and

mild cases had shadows in their lungs.Minister Kono: "Approximately half of asymptomatic

and mildly ill patients have abnormalities. One-third of asymptomatic and mildly ill persons

who have abnormal CT findings have experienced symptoms after one third. It got worse. "

The SDF Central Hospital examined 112 patients infected with the new coronavirus on the

cruise ship Diamond Princess. Of the 104 patients who gave their consent, the symptoms

were summarized, and about 67% had abnormal shadows found in the lungs on computed

tomography (CT). Half of the initially asymptomatic and mildly ill patients also had lung

abnormalities, of which about one-third had subsequently worsened. According to the

Ministry of Defense, the 112 cases are the largest in Japan, and the findings have been

posted to overseas medical journals.

The two third of positive did not get worse.They should be monitored after long time in order

to get seriously important data on the immunity on Corona virus.

PS-1:U.S. Virus Plan Anticipates 18-Month Pandemic and Widespread Shortages
The 100-page federal plan laid out a grim prognosis and outlined a response that would

activate agencies across the government.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/17/us/politics/trump-coronavirus-plan.html

PS-2:Brazil's Jair Bolsonaro says coronavirus crisis is a media trick
Far-right president has resisted strong measures to stop spread of what he calls a ‘little flu’

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/23/brazils-jair-bolsonaro-says-coronavirus-cri

sis-is-a-media-trick

In 2020/3/27,Japan TV told the president refered now Japanese are enjoying cherry blossom

viewing party.Also PMAbe’s wife is told so.Very oddly,Japan government will not declare national

emergency.Many people still now are commuting by rather crowded train in morning and

evening.Some young college students is told to held crowded and noisy shouting party.What is

going on ???.Now Italy,Spain,Iran and Network,etc has been facing bottomless abyss.What is

going on ???.Authors confidence is long time combatting against Corona-War with armament of

protecting suits and with virus killing light. A lockdown strategy can not be for long time .

Author had been stolen goggle by twice times by ape.

https://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_politics/articles/000179859.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/17/us/politics/trump-coronavirus-plan.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/23/brazils-jair-bolsonaro-says-coronavirus-crisis-is-a-media-trick
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/23/brazils-jair-bolsonaro-says-coronavirus-crisis-is-a-media-trick


APPENDIX-11.Lockdown the 1st Strike Strategy.<2020/3/28>
Also author strongly support the Lockdown Strategy employed all the nation.
You must follow home containment order by government. Because..

⑴It is the Most Rapid,Strong,but Simple Strategy toward Minimize Infection Scale...
Ideal home containment realize minimum infection scale at each home and to detect

and treat such patients within the containment order interval(3 weeks or more ???
to onset Infection, if positively infected)

⑵As is seen in Wuhan in China,they had succeeded Virus Confinement by very stronger

lockdown strategy as a military operation. This is a Strong Hope for all to Win.
Now any nations except China,,none succeed to win in the world.

⑶Even as though,Wuhan still has been keeping the lockdown strategy in some facility.

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/24/asia/coronavirus-wuhan-lockdown-lifted-intl-hnk/index.html

⑷It may be due to those who are invisibly positive,but will not onset and has dangerous

possibility to cause second infection wave once again !!.→ the IMMUNITY PROBLEM.

9days long take to be negative from positive(by natural immune).
https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/news/20200313_48/

18 or 20 percent, tested positive again after they once tested negative.
https://fortune.com/2020/03/06/coronavirus-recover-test-positive-twice/

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/langas/article/PIIS2468-1253(20)30083-2/fulltext

⑸This fact indicates complete winning operation must take long interval.

U.S. Virus Plan Anticipates 18-Month Pandemic and Widespread Shortages
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/17/us/politics/trump-coronavirus-plan.html

⑹Such long term home containment would be impossible to save our minimum life

In order to save our minimum life,economy and social activity could not be stopped

⑺Conclusion(wartime regime)Weapon Production and Rationing
Thereby our economyl activity in the infected field(the battle field) is to be inevitable.

Then we can not help;but employ protecting goggle(suits)with virus killing apparatus.

Now the world must prompt wartime regime with weapon production and rationing,

Making long procession at market is dangerous and waste of time.Government tickets for

foods,protecting goods etc would be effective and necessary to stop inflation. .

Also author strongly hope China,US and the world would go cooperation to really WIN.

If fail,bottomless abyss would be waiting on. If we could have gotten success,another

supreme battle field has been waiting on. Thereby global people must rapidly perceive

and make consensus the fact toward global unite.

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/24/asia/coronavirus-wuhan-lockdown-lifted-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/news/20200313_48/
https://fortune.com/2020/03/06/coronavirus-recover-test-positive-twice/
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/langas/article/PIIS2468-1253(20)30083-2/fulltext
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/17/us/politics/trump-coronavirus-plan.html


APPENDIX-12:Spreading Vegetable Seeds to Any Where Vacant Land(Home Planter).
Experts predict l long time(~18month??)to settle Corona crisis.Then note crisis would not

only be Corona,but we should be cautious also on climate worsening toward causing

agriculture collapse. Then what could be the countermeasure for many of not the farmer??.

2019 was a brutal year for American farmers
https://www.vox.com/2019/12/27/21038054/american-farmer-2019-climate-change-agricult

ure-flood-trade-war-corn-soy

Corona would cause drastic collapse of BUSINESS as USUAL with generating massive

jobless people.As for such them,also author wish some of they would become instant farmer

by emigrating to country regions.They could make self-sufficient life with cooperators.

Today,author tried to spread vegetable seeds around very small vacant land at near home.

⑴Pumpkin(made in China) almost nothing hassle to cultivating.

⑵Vine roled beans(China) almost nothing hassle to cultivating.

⑶Spinach(Solomon made in USA).This is 1st trial,what would happen ?

⑷Bitter gourd(China).This is 1st trial,what would happen ?

*Once Italian Pediatrician noticed cancer disease is due to mold,so he tried to employ

potassium in treatment.It is told that he was expelled from medical association

If possible,many cancer patients should be expelled from hospital by bitter gourd and

prepare vacant beds for rapid increasing of Corona patients.

It is told people of severe hot island Okinawa take it with pork to get stamina.

⑸Seeds Business(another type of weapon merchants ?!!)
Author became terrified the price and nothing domestic products in his region(Japan).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seed_company

From 1994 to 2010, seed prices increased drastically due to a consolidation of the

commercial seed.

Pharmaceutical Business may be another type of weapon merchant.

How To Start A Seed Business In 2020
https://ippei.com/seed-business/

https://www.vox.com/2019/12/27/21038054/american-farmer-2019-climate-change-agriculture-flood-trade-war-corn-soy
https://www.vox.com/2019/12/27/21038054/american-farmer-2019-climate-change-agriculture-flood-trade-war-corn-soy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seed_company
https://ippei.com/seed-business/


APPENDIX-13:Possible Two Ways after Decline of Infection Expansion.
There found good indications of infection decline by Strong Lockdown Strategy in Chaina

the 1st attacked country by the virus and Italy the most seriously damaged country.Then we

encounter fundamental question what would be after Decline of the Infection Expansion ??.

❶Once again,we could have recovered Business as Usual by anyhow in a time.
❷We could not have recovered the WORLD as Usual any more due to Something

Decisive Change<the logical negation of ❷>.

Author is not expert on combatting virus.However global website will not discuss from view

that the Corona virus is man-made bio weapon with malicious will.

As a weapon,it must have something decisive aim designed by the PLOTTER.

Big drop in China coronavirus infections
China says there were 40 new confirmed cases of coronavirus on Sunday 8 March,

compared to thousands a day at its peak.

https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/newsfeed/2020/03/big-drop-china-coronavirus-infe

ctions-200316110905999.html

Italy’s death toll rises above 7,000
— but the number of new cases declines for the 4th day in a row.
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/26/italys-new-coronavirus-cases-declines-for-4th-day-in-a-r

ow.html

❶Once again,we could have recovered Business as Usual by Anyhow in A Time.
This may be the most view of global people now.After all,fundamentally no change of the

world even with having experienced big victims..Now the infection wave has reached to

advancing nations in Africa and Asia,etc the vulnerable countries.Thus the complete settling

would become very troublesome.However assumption at here is the ending to recover

Business as Usual by SOMETHING HOW.Then what is the aim of the PLOTTER?.

A possible answer is their defeat by not realizing world they want. The virus was a temporal

damage to the world without changing global regime and population.

That is,the Corona virus is to be an ordinal ful the temporal disaster.

*Immunity(=antibody) is gotten by natural infection and vaccine the man-made one..

*Antibody is defencig cell targeting specified virus,which was learned by past infection.

Coronavirus 2019-nCoV: Healed people may not develop immunity to the virus
https://trustmyscience.com/personnes-gueries-pourraient-ne-pas-developper-immunite-contre-coronavirus/

in the case of the new 2019-nCoV coronavirus, virologists warn that infected people who have

recovered may not have developed this immunity, as the antibodies do not persist long enough in

the body.

https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/newsfeed/2020/03/big-drop-china-coronavirus-infections-200316110905999.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/programmes/newsfeed/2020/03/big-drop-china-coronavirus-infections-200316110905999.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/26/italys-new-coronavirus-cases-declines-for-4th-day-in-a-row.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/26/italys-new-coronavirus-cases-declines-for-4th-day-in-a-row.html
https://trustmyscience.com/personnes-gueries-pourraient-ne-pas-developper-immunite-contre-coronavirus/


❷We could not have recovered the WORLD as Usual any more due to Something
Decisive Change<the logical negation of ❶>.
⑴This gloomy assumption is to relate with strong damage of the virus such as chronical

infection circulating,but not settled in a time.toward depopulation.If immunity of us is normal

enough to completely destroy the virus in a time,this assumption=❷ is to be violated.→❶

⑵Very Insidious Long Incubation Period of AIDS(HIV)toward Mass Infection.
Once AIDS(HIV)the most malicious man made weapon was designed to destroy

immunity.Especially AIDS incubation period is said to extend for decades.In the periods,

so called virus carriers without onset has possibility to infect many people.However it is not

airbon propagation,but limited body fluids one,so it could not realize global depopulation.

Now it is told effective drugs were developped and used to patients.

⑶The kernel problem may be Immunity against Corona Virus.
⒜If immunity of us is normal enough to completely destroy the virus in a time,we could win !!

This is the same as ordinal flu.This indicates also possibility of developping the vaccine

to get antibody(=immune cell attacking virus).

⒝If not,the problem becomes troublesome !.
 :Minority of Silent Virus Carriers with Infection Difusing Possibility
(How much no antibody forming percentage in people ??).

Now many fear this serious problem after releasing Lock Down Regime. In this case,it is

that immunity can not be complete to destroy virus by some percentage in people.

Keeping Wartime Regime against weakend,but chronically infected field.
ⓐThus virus detecting test for all must be kept after releasing lockdown regime(to isolate

and cure silent positive).It is told antibody detecting test is available to verify negative,

ⓑpeople who cannot help to contac others must take protecting goggle in crowded place

ⓒkeeping Disinfection Work at all places with infection possibility

*Ultra violet irradiation light is available.China bus had already been implemented.

 :Fatal Contradiction of “Herd Immunity Strategist”.
ⓐThey accuse lockdown strategy become vain after the releasing due to silent carriers who

could cause 2nd infection wave once again.Then being of silent carriers means no antibody

forming by some percentage in people,this is to violate herd immune principle the total antibody

armament To tell from the principle,there must be the fundamental report globally
distributed that verify long time stable forming of antibody against the virus by the
highest ercentage.



At least for author,he failed to find.
Here's Why Herd Immunity Won't Save Us From The COVID-19 Pandemic
https://www.sciencealert.com/why-herd-immunity-will-not-save-us-from-the-covid-19-pandemic

All of this is simply nonsense. Herd immunity without a vaccine is by definition not a preventative

measure.*Herd immunity is an epidemiological concept that describes the state where a

population – usually of people – is sufficiently immune to a disease that the infection will not

spread within that group. In other words, enough people can't get the disease – either through

vaccination or natural immunity – that the people who are vulnerable are protected.

https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-informatio

n-for-clinicians.pdf

https://www.sciencealert.com/why-herd-immunity-will-not-save-us-from-the-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-information-for-clinicians.pdf
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-information-for-clinicians.pdf


APPENDIX-14:A Possible Cause of Immunity Incompleteness.2020/4/1,23
CORRECTION:

Corrected Version.2020/4/21
The most serious problem Immunity Incompleteness is beyond authors now
investigation ability.Citation on “strong bonding” is here.

2020/4/23:APPENDIX-14:A Possible Cause of Immunity Incompleteness.2020/4/1

Spike and receptor bonding interaction is not optimal.→ optimal to be strong

Coronavirus bond with ACE2 at almost organs is strong to cause various painful symptoms.

 ACE2 Location within the body
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angiotensin-converting_enzyme_2

Now it is not clear the strong bonding is a cause of Immunity Incompleteness

 Citations on the Strong Binding

Biophysical characterization of the SARS-CoV2 spike protein binding with the
ACE2 receptor explains increased COVID-19 pathogenesis
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.30.015891v1

We find that the RBDs of the spike protein of SARS-CoV2 are highly optimized to achieve

the strongest possible binding interaction with ACE2 which is consistent with its enhanced

pathogenicity.

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.30.015891v1.full.pdf

We computationally assess that SARS-CoV2 outcompetes the human ATR1 surface

receptor protein to preferentially bind the human ACE2.

Molecular Mechanism of Evolution and Human Infection with SARS-CoV-2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32290077

It was found that SARS-CoV-2 binds ACE2 with a higher affinity than SARS-CoV, which may

partly explain that SARS-CoV-2 is much more infectious than SARS-CoV.

Here's why the new coronavirus is so good at infecting human cells
https://www.livescience.com/why-coronavirus-attaches-stronger-human-cells.html

Coronavirus has a compact "ridge" that allows it to attach more strongly to human cells

 ”Strong Bind “agrees with following phenomena<authors opinion>.

 As everyone had known well,the stronger infection ability in time and space.

 Less density air bone could cause the ill after long time proliferation.

Above may be the design aim as bio weapon.

 Many patients tell many variety of strong pains at almost organs in body.

The Receptor of ACE2 Location is most of organs within the body

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angiotensin-converting_enzyme_2

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angiotensin-converting_enzyme_2
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.30.015891v1
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.30.015891v1.full.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32290077
https://www.livescience.com/why-coronavirus-attaches-stronger-human-cells.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angiotensin-converting_enzyme_2


Previous wrong version.2020/4/1
This is non expert authors view,Maybe the experts have known this fatal fact on Covid-19.

Thiis may be a strong implication of desined bio-weapon.Following original article criticize

such consipiracy.But the fact may be upside down !!

⑴An Awful Feature of COVID-19.
how to infect cells?. When coronaviruses infect animal cells, they use proteins called

"spikes", which look like broccoli heads, to bind to receptors at the "gateway" of the cell and

invade the cell to prorificate in it and destroy it at last. Experiments have shown that the

novel coronavirus binds to the angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor in human

cells, but this bonding interaction is not optimal.

https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/article?a=20200331-00010000-nknatiogeo-sctch&p=3

the original article→Japanese article→English by Google translator.

⑵Spike and Receptor Bonding.
A super bio-molecular is assembled and

bonded by key and lock(凸凹) with

electrical attraction force(in a catalysis).

It can be “Off and On” by Temperature.Higher T makes off,while lower one on.

Bonding by key& key hole is universal one in building super protein molecular.

⑶the process summary:How to Make and Fight in Antibody !!
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf

 Dendritic cells the virus police arresting to eat and excrete virus mark.

Encountering virus→eating and digesting in Dendritic cells → ouput antigen presentation

 T cells the Messenger into missile maker and the launcher(B cells)

→ helper T cells (virus mark messenger) → B cells (memory & production)

③B cells (read the virus mark and memoy →production) → antibody release

*memory=lasting immunity ability for a time?.

Attraction Force Random Repulsive

Electrical Force Thermal

Dendritic

cells

T B

A

antibody

virus

virus

antigen

presentation

https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/article?a=20200331-00010000-nknatiogeo-sctch&p=3
https://www.obunsha.co.jp/pdf/support/9784010340004-p130_147.pdf


④The Battle Field of the Antibody:
Antibody-Antigen Bonding→ elimination of lysis and aggregation detoxification

<key & key hole bonding>

⑤but this bonding interaction is not optimal.

As for the antibody cell(another receptor),this fact is too serious to recognize attacking target

mark of the spike(=Antigen).It is so to say,the decisive our weapon is rather trouble.
This is to cause the incompleteness of immunity ability in Covido-19.

⑥Not narrow tuning,but wide one ???

Infection efficiency may be lower by the bonding incompleteness.Or it might allow to bond

with not ACE2 the specified receptor.,but with something similar to ACE2 ???.

⑦Now many doctors at that hell hospitals complain rapid ill worsening in some case..
However once infected,maybe,,, proliferation intensity is stronger by the design.



APPENDIX-15:Herd Immunity Strategy Nations would become Hell?!.
Safe population infection(by vaccine or infection with safe recovery)must be assured.

But we are looking unprecedented hells of not safe recovery patients in many nations.

⑴Here's Why Herd Immunity Won't Save Us From The COVID-19 Pandemic
https://www.sciencealert.com/why-herd-immunity-will-not-save-us-from-the-covid-19-pandemic

Herd immunity without a vaccine is by definition not a preventative measure.

⑵About Immunity
http://kansen.erc.pref.fukui.jp/ih632004.htm

Viral Infections

Life long Immunity measles, chickenpox, mumps,

Few Months to Years Polio, Influenza, Dengue

weak immunity, few reinfection Hepatitis B virus, parrot disease

Immunity hardly established Herpes, Cytomegalovirus infection

In recent years, use of powerful antibiotics has become more frequent, and the time

between the onset and recovery of the disease has been shortened. In some cases,

recovery may occur without sufficient immunity. In addition, when it mutates like influenza

virus or Shigella, it changes the type of serum and makes immunity difficult to work.

⑶The differeent view of slow & quick mutation rate,which do you agree ?!.
The coronavirus isn’t mutating quickly, suggesting a vaccine would offer
lasting protection
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/the-coronavirus-isnt-mutating-quickly-suggesting-a-vaccine-would-

offer-lasting-protection/2020/03/24/406522d6-6dfd-11ea-b148-e4ce3fbd85b5_story.htm

Mutation rate of the virus enable a single vaccine,rather than new vaccine every year like the ful .

How Covid-19 immunity testing can help people get back to work
We need to find out who has the antibodies to the virus.

https://www.vox.com/2020/3/30/21186822/immunity-to-covid-19-test-coronavirus-rt-pcr-antibody

SARS-CoV-2 is also a new virus, so researchers aren’t certain how long immunity will last.

The virus could mutate and render past immunity ineffective, although scientists have found

that it is mutating slowly, indicating that the protection from a past infection is likely to be

effective for a while.

https://www.sciencealert.com/why-herd-immunity-will-not-save-us-from-the-covid-19-pandemic
http://kansen.erc.pref.fukui.jp/ih632004.htm
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/the-coronavirus-isnt-mutating-quickly-suggesting-a-vaccine-would-offer-lasting-protection/2020/03/24/406522d6-6dfd-11ea-b148-e4ce3fbd85b5_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/the-coronavirus-isnt-mutating-quickly-suggesting-a-vaccine-would-offer-lasting-protection/2020/03/24/406522d6-6dfd-11ea-b148-e4ce3fbd85b5_story.html
https://www.vox.com/2020/3/30/21186822/immunity-to-covid-19-test-coronavirus-rt-pcr-antibody


⑷Dangerous implications ?!
The new corona mutates every 15 days .Does it turn into a ferocious virus?
https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20200401-00000031-nkgendai-life
Although harmless, it is surprising that it has been mutated in as few as 15 days.

said Shin Samon, a graduate of Harvard Medical School and a medical doctor.

VIRUS MUTATION.
When a virus is multiplied(prolifera ted), it replicates the gene. At this time, errors such as a

slightly different gene sequence may occur. For example, if there is only one place, the

nature of the virus will not change. So far, the new corona is harmless without major errors

RNA viruses and the Mutations
http://jsv.umin.jp/journal/v55-2pdf/virus55-2_221-230.pdf

HIV-1 genes mutates more than one million times the speed of DNA virus and the Irus gene.

.....

RNA viruses that proliferate actively in nature incessantly alter genomic information through

mutations. Get Changes in none information often lead to changes in viral immunosensitivity,

drug sensitivity, cell tropism, and host range.It may cause a decline in preventive and

therapeutic effects and cause emerging and reemerging infectious diseases. To deal with

this “moving targets”,Information about changes in the genome and proteins of the virus is

essential.

Can You Be Re-Infected After Recovering From Coronavirus?
Here's What We Know About COVID-19 Immunity
https://time.com/5810454/coronavirus-immunity-reinfection/

One study conducted by Taiwanese researchers found that survivors of the SARS outbreak

in 2003 had antibodies that lasted for up to 3 years—suggesting immunity. Hui notes that

survivors of Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS, which is also caused by a virus

related to the one that causes COVID-19) were found to last just around 1 year.

Coronavirus: can Covid-19 strike the same person twice?
https://www.france24.com/fr/20200327-coronavirus-le-covid-19-peut-il-frapper-deux-fois-la-

m%C3%AAme-personne

Up to 10% of patients who leave health centers in Wuhan after being tested negative for

Covid-19 then appear to be infected again, reports the South China Morning Post. This is

not the first time that cases of reinfection have been reported for this virus. But for scientists,

the assumption of a virus capable of hitting twice is very unlikely.

https://headlines.yahoo.co.jp/hl?a=20200401-00000031-nkgendai-life
http://jsv.umin.jp/journal/v55-2pdf/virus55-2_221-230.pdf
https://time.com/5810454/coronavirus-immunity-reinfection/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2851497/
https://www.france24.com/fr/20200327-coronavirus-le-covid-19-peut-il-frapper-deux-fois-la-m%C3%AAme-personne
https://www.france24.com/fr/20200327-coronavirus-le-covid-19-peut-il-frapper-deux-fois-la-m%C3%AAme-personne


Life after lockdown: has China really beaten coronavirus?(3/23)
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/23/life-after-lockdown-has-china-really-beate

n-coronavirus

Critics also question why recovered patients who retest as positive are not counted. Data

from quarantine centres in Wuhan showed that the possibility of recovered patients testing

positive again was between 5% and 10%, according to the state-run Global Times. Officials

in Hubei have said those patients would not be recorded as new confirmed cases because

they had been counted previously.

The identity of the new corona is after all an "artificial" virus, but the Chinese
authorities denied that it was "arrogant and ignorant" ... US expert strongly
confessed "The four differences in molecules do not occur naturally"
http://www.iza.ne.jp/kiji/life/news/200311/lif20031120000021-n4.html

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/23/life-after-lockdown-has-china-really-beaten-coronavirus
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/23/life-after-lockdown-has-china-really-beaten-coronavirus
http://www.iza.ne.jp/kiji/life/news/200311/lif20031120000021-n4.html


APPENDIX-16:An Actual Story told by Wuhan Doctors and Nurses.2020/4/6
Voices of doctors and nurses who experienced “hell '' at the forefront of Corona-Wuhan

https://diamond.jp/articles/-/233616

However, when I arrived at Wuhan and entered the scene, I felt a sense of mission.

Because the Wuhan people saw our medical support team as if they were seeing the "God

of Salvation."..........

The spread of the new coronavirus was too harsh for Chinese doctors and nurses. This time,

many doctors at hospitals in Wuhan say that they want to quit the doctor after this corona

riot.

This must be a deadly problem of also us all not nurse and doctor.“To do something decisive

with a sense of mission or not to do without it”.Note a crisis is also a chance to establish

something decisive Let us think of those and act !!

APPENDIX-17:UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME(BI) 2020/4/6
UK proposed UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME(BI) to overcome the sudden livelihood collapse.

https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/universal-basic-income-coronavirus-

payments-17953477

Note this is substantially not to increase company tax,because company had already paid

tax as same amount of UBI in salary higher than UBI.UBI for Jobless people rate=Q～10%

must be considered as dependent family member increase by rate Q.(4;5→4.1;5.1).

It is so to say an Universal Sharing the Pain.

http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J96-BASIC-INCOME.pdf

Under the regime with UBI,any more,people will not worry fatal livelihood collapse in facing

any change.This fact is decisive to ease changing regime toward final survival !!!.

*In the Deadly Economy Hospitals,we must decide business left or not !!
In facing structural change .annihilation and creation of old and new enterprise is market

principle(mechanism of demand and supply).While keeping livelihood of people should be

invariant.If the Corona immunity is troublesome,the settlement would take long time to

cause the structural change in economy regime. Some business of no demand would not

recover,as for whch we should not pay anymore,but we should pay new business of the

demands. Thereby the long term anticipation needs the accuracy.

https://diamond.jp/articles/-/233616
https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/universal-basic-income-coronavirus-payments-17953477
https://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/north-east-news/universal-basic-income-coronavirus-payments-17953477
http://777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J96-BASIC-INCOME.pdf


APPENDIX-18:Virus Testing for All People is the Key to its Eradication
❶Do try this at home(2020/3/28):
how one Italian town fought coronavirus,The evidence is clear:
Mass testing for the virus is the key to its eradication – and to saving lives.
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-20032611

0756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links

Full testing is the only way in which countries will gain a clear picture of the actual numbers

who have the virus and, therefore, how many people risk infecting others without even

knowing they are doing it.

In the absence of a vaccine, the identification of all carriers (both symptomatic and

asymptomatic) appears to be the most effective way to control the pandemic.

❷Rapid Coronavirus Test
The recent rapid devellopment seems accelerated by the massive strong demand !!

Fast, portable tests come online to curb coronavirus pandemic

www.nature.com › nature biotechnology › news

Mar 23, 2020 - Testing kits delivered by courier and digital tools combine to battle the ...
the rapid immune-based test kit could detect coronavirus antigen in ...

Rapid coronavirus test approved by the FDA | Live Science

www.livescience.com › coronavirus-rapid-test Mar 21, 2020 - Rapid coronavirus
test approved by the FDA. By Tia Ghose - Assistant ... PCR tests work by detecting specific
genetic material within the virus.

Test makers are moving fast, but the coronavirus may be ... - Stat

www.statnews.com › 2020/03/31 › test-makers-are-moving-fast-but-t...

Mar 31, 2020 - It was one of the first centers to ramp up testing for SARS-CoV-2,
the virus that causes Covid-19, and can now run almost 2,000 tests a day.

Virus test results in minutes? Scientists question accuracy ...

www.japantimes.co.jp › 2020/03/28 › world › science-health-world › co...

Mar 28, 2020 - Hopes are hanging on two general types of quick tests: antigen tests, which
use a nose or throat swab to look for the virus; and antibody tests, ...

https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-200326110756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/home-italian-town-fought-coronavirus-200326110756424.html?xif=;utm_medium=article_page&utm_campaign=read_more_links
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41587-020-00010-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41587-020-00010-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41587-020-00010-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41587-020-00010-2
https://www.livescience.com/coronavirus-rapid-test.html
https://www.livescience.com/coronavirus-rapid-test.html
https://www.livescience.com/coronavirus-rapid-test.html
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/31/test-makers-are-moving-fast-but-the-coronavirus-may-be-moving-faster/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/31/test-makers-are-moving-fast-but-the-coronavirus-may-be-moving-faster/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/31/test-makers-are-moving-fast-but-the-coronavirus-may-be-moving-faster/
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:KPTlog6SP6oJ:https://www.statnews.com/2020/03/31/test-makers-are-moving-fast-but-the-coronavirus-may-be-moving-faster/+&cd=6&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=jp
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/03/28/world/science-health-world/coronavirus-test-minutes/
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/03/28/world/science-health-world/coronavirus-test-minutes/
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/03/28/world/science-health-world/coronavirus-test-minutes/
https://www.nippon.com/en/news/ntv20200227003/coronavirus-quick-virus-test-developed-in-japan.html


Coronavirus: Quick Virus Test Developed in Japan | Nippon.com

www.nippon.com › news › ntv20200227003 › coronavirus-quick-vir...

Feb 27, 2020 - Kanagawa Prefecture and RIKEN say they have developed a

COVID-19 test that can detect the virus in just 10-30 …

Vivalytic COVID-19 rapid test | Bosch Global

www.bosch.com › stories › vivalytic-rapid-test-for-covid-19

Combating the coronavirus pandemic: Bosch develops rapid test for COVID-19.
Developed in just six weeks, the rapid test can detect a SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus ...
(2020/04/09)

https://www.nippon.com/en/news/ntv20200227003/coronavirus-quick-virus-test-developed-in-japan.html
https://www.nippon.com/en/news/ntv20200227003/coronavirus-quick-virus-test-developed-in-japan.html
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:sC-I3W1UiI4J:https://www.nippon.com/en/news/ntv20200227003/coronavirus-quick-virus-test-developed-in-japan.html+&cd=8&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=jp
https://www.bosch.com/stories/vivalytic-rapid-test-for-covid-19/
https://www.bosch.com/stories/vivalytic-rapid-test-for-covid-19/
https://www.bosch.com/stories/vivalytic-rapid-test-for-covid-19/
https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:3qu_E61mQ_0J:https://www.bosch.com/stories/vivalytic-rapid-test-for-covid-19/+&cd=9&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=jp


APPENDIX-19:Prompt Weapon Production as Wartime Orders
①Medical Facilities and Equipment for Critically Ill Patients.
As you know they are now combating to accomplish by anyhow.Now some regions are

combating also in burying many the dead ........................... ..Author is not medical expert,

but engineer,so following are engineering view ,but exception is only②.

Now without the vaccine,possible engineering countermeasure of the virus containment

may be summarized as follows.

②Easy and Rapid Response Test Tool.
A decisive key toward intercepting spread of infection is detecting the positive,but without

symptom.The complete method is testing for All People<APPENDIX-18>.
Toward Complete Eradication of the Virus after the Lockdown regime releasing,this is
also decisive.Thereby easy and rapid response test tool is decisive in long term view..

③Protection Goggle(face mask)and Suits.
Even in infection continuing fields,some business activities(medical,foods,energy,

consuming goods general,...)can not be stopped,but kept.Then protection goggle(face

mask,suits)becomes serious.

Note now is not peacetime,but wartime,people should exchange habits of wearing ordinal

well behaved suits,to something protecting one.

*This is authors opinion,but authorized one. So far authors survey,virus infection become

possible through mucous membrane in nose,throat(BREATHING) and eye.But not in ordinal

skin.The latter has no so called receptor catching the virus.Thereby fundamental protection

is limited only in face(BREATHING).However virus on wear is always dangerous to

propagate to face(mucous membrane)by somehow(hand touch).Thus the professional

employ full protection suits.However,rather weak infection field,protection might be possible

to limit only face.Once author saw a video of Chinese female guide with smart full face

goggle,who assist many doubtful guests However their suits could be infected,so it become

dangerous when they exchange their wear.Sterilizing changing room and safety wear

handling are necessary.

④Sterilizing by Ultraviolet Irradiation <APPENDIX-9>
This is extremely serious to keep safety in public commuter train and bus.Now,fungicide

spraying become general in any nations,however can those be effective to air-bone virus??



APPENDIX-20:Exposing Explicitly the Virus Developer ?! 2020/04/13
In this world,there is none,but the few who can and execute it !!!.From this deadly fact,

we could find better way to combat many mysterious feature of the virus(the aim of design) !!

[Biohazard] Wuhan Corona was everything done by University of Tokyo? ?
→ "The University of Tokyo was just a servant of the Illuminati!",2020/4/1
https://quasimoto3.exblog.jp/240217741/

How was this virus made and spread?
The UK-based Bilbright Institute has applied for a patent in the United States, and

researchers in the Kawaoka Laboratory at the Medical in University of Tokyo are conducting

the research.The truth is that viruses was made by British, American, and Japanese

researchers and distributed to China.A professor of a Canadian researcher who knew that

too much was killed. Harvard Professor Reverse in United States has been arrested.

By such awful sin,also we Japanese could not help,,but be killed and buried in coming Hell.

How to make researcher’s mind motivation toward developing the deadly virus?
Something strong motivation is necessary to develop the demonic weapons by the protagonist

with their subordinate researchers.The highest possibility is their strong obsession on global

depopulation.They might consider that in order to evade climate collapse,instead 80% CO2

reduction,but 80% global depopulation is necessary to save the world?.This might reduce their

mind load of the awful sin of killing massive people ?.Or their another strong obsession of

Eugenic ??.Once they had executed Holocaust against Jewish People !!

Showa Emperor and Unit 731(the bio-weapon developer in WW2nd)
https://ameblo.jp/ranyokohama/entry-12432776553.html

In 1936, under the approval of the Emperor, a research facility was built on a vast site in the

suburb of Hirapin, China, in cooperation with the Army Medical School in Tokyo and other

Ishii networks, while working with Chinese, Koreans, Russians, and Mongolia. They named

humans as Malta and conducted biological experiments and biological dissections, repeated

trial and error, and aimed to develop more powerful bacterial weapons.

Once prince Philipp(UK) told,In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to
return as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation(1988).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html

ROCKEFELLER AND MASS MURDER
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html

https://quasimoto3.exblog.jp/240217741/
https://ameblo.jp/ranyokohama/entry-12432776553.html
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html


APPENDIX-21:Decision toward Long Time Bio-Wartime Regime!!!
By High Possibility,the World Must Take the Most Severe Strategy.
By following serious report ,possible our option would have been determined !!.Less

acquiring immunity means no effectiveness of vaccine. It can’t help,but be long time combat

against Coronavirus by taking troublesome social confinement with perpetual detecting

and isolating infected people by testing toward the virus eradication.This fact is to determine

 Nothing Sufficient Countermeasure would cause Massive People’s Dying in a short time.

The disastrous result could not help,but propagate toward following rich nations again.

❷Sufficient Countermeasure would cause something different society from yesterday.

Due to❶,rich nations must take both responsibility domestic and abroad simultaneously.

If we would have failed,global population would have become few %?!!!!!

Why collective immunity cannot be the key to deconfinement
https://www.numerama.com/sciences/618840-pourquoi-limmunite-collective-ne-pourra-pas-

etre-la-cle-du-deconfinement.html

President Macron affirmed, during his speech of Monday April 13 , that the first analyzes

showed that a collective immunity was largely insufficient in the short or medium term.

                                 
This data is rather insufficient for the accuracy due to less statistical sample number.

However this result is clearly far from establishing herd immunity(more than 70%).

 From primitive Social Confinement Strategy to Full Armament One by Protection Tools.
It is clearly due to a reason that by no total testing,we can not see who are infected .Thus for

the time being,social confinement is unique and strong to intercept infection expansion.

It must be severely kept until we could have established alternative ways.

⑴Prompt Mass Productions Testing and Protection Tools are now decisive
⑵Rapid Research & Development on Protection and Testing Tools by global endeavoring

APPENDIX-6 Military Protection Suits Effectiveness was Proved.

APPENDIX-9: Light Irradiation Virus Killing Method without Drugs

Ultraviolet Irradiation is effective to kill air bone and on surface Coronavirus,which is

available for commuter train and bus with sterilizing air ventilation also by the irradiation.

https://www.numerama.com/sciences/618840-pourquoi-limmunite-collective-ne-pourra-pas-etre-la-cle-du-deconfinement.html
https://www.numerama.com/sciences/618840-pourquoi-limmunite-collective-ne-pourra-pas-etre-la-cle-du-deconfinement.html


APPENDIX-18:Virus Testing for All People is the Key to its Eradication

Now PCR test is best,however it takes time and cost.This is very hard problem !

⑶Optimized Regime Design on Economy and Medicare with care on Coming Wild Climate.

Medicare system design must be reconsidered toward long period and large scale.

Now many are worry Foods Supplying ! ,Some warn climate without dust pollution,also

which enhance global heating toward destroying social infrastructure & foods supply.

Then cloud making machine could intercept heat.This must be urgently realized.

http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf

⑷Developing alternative Culture in Coming New Regime.

⑸End of Business as Usual. your home task !!

Thus we could not help,but admit that we altogether become poor suddenly and

simultaneously.In the containment home,we altogether imagine and analysis coming

optimized society.This is the most precious chance time for us altogether.

 At first,you try to produce many many random ideas.

 At second, you examine and modify each idea to become best.

Then don’t forget our semi-final aim is to eradicate virus from our planet with Least Victims

Then also don’t forget our final aim is to eradicate Climate Collapse with Least Victims

 Then global website competition is recommended.Someone should set up special sites

for it. Someone wealthy should present the prize.

http://777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf


APPENDIX-22:Quick Virus Test Instruments. 2020/4/23
Toward neatly,but vastly Eradicating Coronavirus,massive and quick,but low cost test

instrument is decisive.<But it is not that author can evaluate each of those>.

Virus test for use at home
https://www.dtu.dk/english/news/Nyhed?id=241c18a7-d5c6-4845-881c-18224abcc4e7&utm_so

urce=newssubscription&utm_media=mail&utm_campaign=www.dtu.dk-News-2020-04-22

The device is a kind of mini-microscope that can analyse a drop of blood and give a picture

of how different types of white blood cells are distributed, thus establishing whether the

patient’s immune system is fighting an infection. You simply take a prick blood

sample—which is sucked into a chip—and the analysis result is ready in 30 seconds.

This is a simple and inexpensive test device not detecting the Coronavirus itself,but

detecting whether the patient’s immune system is fighting an infection,or not.

If yes,patient needs urgent PCR test.

15-minute coronavirus test kits to be sold in Japan from next week
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/03/13/national/kurabo-coronavirus-test-kits/#.XqDblqH7R6o

test kits that can detect the new coronavirus causing COVID-19 in 15 minutes, far quicker

than the current method.The test kits was developed by a Chinese firm, 10 samples is

priced at ¥25,000($230),

Oxford scientists develop new coronavirus test that provides results in just 30
minutes
https://techcrunch.com/2020/03/18/oxford-scientists-develop-new-coronavirus-test-that-pro

vides-results-in-just-30-minutes/

Fast, portable tests come online to curb coronavirus pandemic
Testing kits delivered by courier and digital tools combine to battle the COVID-19 outbreak.

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41587-020-00010-2

*APPENDIX-18:Virus Testing for All People is the Key to its Eradication

https://www.dtu.dk/english/news/Nyhed?id=241c18a7-d5c6-4845-881c-18224abcc4e7&utm_source=newssubscription&utm_media=mail&utm_campaign=www.dtu.dk-News-2020-04-22
https://www.dtu.dk/english/news/Nyhed?id=241c18a7-d5c6-4845-881c-18224abcc4e7&utm_source=newssubscription&utm_media=mail&utm_campaign=www.dtu.dk-News-2020-04-22
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2020/03/13/national/kurabo-coronavirus-test-kits/#.XqDblqH7R6o
https://techcrunch.com/2020/03/18/oxford-scientists-develop-new-coronavirus-test-that-provides-results-in-just-30-minutes/
https://techcrunch.com/2020/03/18/oxford-scientists-develop-new-coronavirus-test-that-provides-results-in-just-30-minutes/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41587-020-00010-2


APPENDIX-23:Basic Income is decisive Drug to Treat the Deadly Livelihood.
New Corona mutation rate is higher than old.,which is to cause early settlement difficult?!.

The detail is to be surveyed in APPENDIX-24.This deny recovery of Business as Usual.
Now many people are facing drastic economy decline causing stronger fear than that of infection

possibility ???.As for them,the worst case scenario is unlikely to admit.This attitude may cause

another coming more disaster.Possible option is logically opposite two way {  }as follows.

 No Recovery of Business as Usual by any more.
Admitting the worst case scenario is to change the whole regime.Because long lasting

combatting against virus can not help,but minimize the economy,which turn to vast economy

disruption with many jobless people in many business,but except the Essential Ones.

However once having admitted the worst scenario,economy design is to consider only

keeping the essential business with caring massive jobless people,but not their business .

Note finance for saving the dying Business is far larger than that of jobless people.This is

not only problem of the expenditure vs effectiveness,but also of keeping social stability in

crisis.Then people must admit becoming equally poor by altogether at once.

*This agree with religious principle as for “people must cooperative to live in the crisis”.

*This agree with anticipation on long years lasting for combating the virus.

*This agree with market principle as for “demand and supply as for dying business”.

 Recovery of Business as Usual in A Time.
Economy design is to consider all the business as usual.Now some of those are facing

drastic decline and they are now demanding enormous emergency financial support from

government.If the virus riot had been settled in a time by any how,those declined business

would recover to business as usual as time goes on.This may be needs success of vaccine

to accomplish “stable “herd immunity !!. This is the kernel point of the debate at now !!!

The Failure would cause more Disasters in coming long years !!
Thereby,the Optimism now is insidious to hide and cause coming 2nd wave attack.

If not,the financial support would have been big vain(big debt no repayment) to cause

following financial support from government more difficult.Note”the if not” means stil lasting

the virus riot.Then the loss is not only finance,but also mental and health power of people in

more confused society.After all,this could not help,but become to strategy=  



 Corona Economics(Basic Income=BI)the Consistency in the Simplest Model 
Al Qur'an;The Heifer 219: <modified by author by Japanese translation>

And if you've asked how much you should give zakat(donation)?, answer the surplus..

https://www.clearquran.com/002.html

Government’s any amount of rational BI payment never increase debt,but balance by setting

nothing surplus of BE,National Finance as usual has been increasing Government Debt due

to NGO corporate surplus increasing<Zero Sum Theorem on total debt and bond>.

BE=Business Essential is defined as active economy actors in Corona Economy Regime.

ECONOMICS the Income  Outgo Matrix.<colum=outgo ,row=income >

Following is a numerical example.

Governent

GE=70

Bank B-Essential
140

B-non Essen Home

130

Governent 0 70(GE) 30 0 GH=30

Bank 0 0 0 0

B-Essential=BE EG=40 0 0 EH=100
B-non Essen 0 0 0 0

Home HG=30 0 70 30=salary 0

The Design Algorithm:
 Green row is fundamental demands＝consuming pay by home(100) and government(40).

 By jobless rate,BI ratio is determined in total consuming sum 100=30+70,

 Tax total Government pay( 40) BI pay(30)=40+30=70 GE..

 See     Tax Home 30, Tax BE=70-30=40.

 Salary Home by BE BE income  BE tax  140-40=100

BI=HG=30 is high rate in home consuming=30/100 30%,which could be also jobless rate !

Thus Bi becomes evident to be stable without debt increasing in government.

＊reference:MacroEconomic Circulation

http://www.mitsunobu.server-shared.com/c-econo1/c36.html

https://www.clearquran.com/002.html
http://www.mitsunobu.server-shared.com/c-econo1/c36.html


ECONOMICS the Income  Outgo Matrix.<column=outgo ,row=income >

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

Governent Bank B-Essential B-non Essen Home

Governent 0 GE GH(tax) 0 GH

Bank 0 0 0 0

B-Essential=BE EG(G pay) 0 0 EH(payment)

B-non Essen 0 0 0 0

Home HG=B Income 0 HE GH=salary 0

This is the simplest model for easy calculation toward proving the money circulation consistency

 Assumption:Any economy actors{G,BE,H}has nothing both debt & surplus.

 Essentially who pay tax? corporate tax home(corporate salary) tax GE.

All of tax GE is essentially created by coorporate acitivity !

 Income-Outgo calculations as follows.

 HOME:HI HO=(HG+HE GH) (EH GH) 0 :

home income=BI+salary from BE(+income for tax),,,,outgo=pay for BE+home tax

 BE: EI EO=(EG+EH) (GE-GH+HE+GH)=(EG+(HG+HE)) (GE+HE) (EG+(HG) (GE) 0.

account selling pay(tax+salary)

 All of tax After all,GE is essentially created by coorporate acitivity !”

 Government:GI GO=((GE GH)+GH) (HG+EG)=(GE) (EG+(HG) 0:

government account-=tax on (BE+HOME) (pay to home BI pay to BE) 0

 Note Government BI payment never increase debt,but balance due to nothing surplus of BE,

That is 0=(EG+HG) (GE).

Note nothing government debt rise means a possibility of no inflation in crisis economy.

However,the crisis factors always has inflation possibility.

 Jobless Rate:
BE get all of pay BI= HG and government pay=EG.People engaged in BE is not jobless one.

Thereby jobless rate =(  rate of BE jobs)

 More Advanced Economics Design;
Most of you could not get satisfaction for above the simplest model ?!.

Those who has calculation tool,you should try to design more realistic complicated model !!

N actors N(N-1)payment variables income variables.

N variables of surplus or debt equation(diagonal variables). the total sum 0

Thus free controllable variables number F N(N-1)  .

If none wish debt,F N(N-1) N.

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf


APPENDIX-24:The Reason Long Lasting Combat due to the Crooked Virus.
Validity of doubtful vaccine(herd immunity)strategy against very crooked virus is refered.

Primitive Social Lockdown(SL)strategy may seem to have accomplished temporal stability,

though it may be vulnerable to cause 2nd wave attack,so Complete Eradication of Virus
(by SL)would need more advanced strategy with full armament against the virus.

 The Circumstantial Evidences of the designed Bio Weapon.
   Guessing Enemy’s Aim !!,
This is the deadliest virus with strong infection power ,and with strong damage to

massive patients toward no herd immunity and no long lasting effective vaccine.

They have done the final deadly attack by will of do or die !!,
If fail to recover the world as usual,what would happen for them?

 Virus disabling vaccine was actually made by a suspicious Japanese virologist.
APPENDIX-20:Exposing Explicitly the Virus Developer ?! 2020/04/13

 The Bilderbergs Global Depopulation Plan toward Operation Endgame.
Once prince Philipp(UK) told,In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to
return as a deadly virus, to contribute something to solving overpopulation(1988).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html

ROCKEFELLER AND MASS MURDER
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html

Operation EndGame.
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can

engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” To

live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker

ALEX JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

Rich Americans Flee To Luxury ‘Doomsday Resort’ Shelters In New
Zealand As Panic Grows;April 22, 2020;;Zero Hedge
https://www.prisonplanet.com/rich-americans-flee-to-luxury-doomsday-resort-shelters-in-ne

w-zealand-as-panic-grows.html

New Zealand has become the ‘doomsday resort’ and #1 pandemic escape destination for

America’s rich.

http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/UN_Rockefeller_Genocide.html
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
https://www.prisonplanet.com/rich-americans-flee-to-luxury-doomsday-resort-shelters-in-new-zealand-as-panic-grows.html
https://www.prisonplanet.com/rich-americans-flee-to-luxury-doomsday-resort-shelters-in-new-zealand-as-panic-grows.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/rich-americans-escaped-luxury-doomsday-resort-shelters-new-zealand-panic-grew
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 The Biological Evidences of the designed Bio Weapon.
*Author wish to quit series of virus topics by his ability limit in unknown language world of virology.

 Virus disabling vaccine was actually made by a suspicious Japanese virologist.
APPENDIX-20:Exposing Explicitly the Virus Developer ?! 2020/04/13

 Experts in Europe,non-erasable man-made trace(evidences)in new virus.
https://www.epochtimes.jp/p/2020/02/51700.html

 Seriously decisive reports by many top scientist’s.views

<<Scientists from China and France have discovered the "HIV element present in the new

coronavirus" announced by Indian scientists. As the result, they added that the virus may be

up to 1000 times more infectious than SARS >> Significance of ignoring strong infectivity

and potential for bioterrorism<Japanese→Google translator>.

http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/409.html

Scientists in the Indian Institute of Technology have discovered that the new HIV virus has

been inserted into the new coronavirus. In addition, Chinese officials have indicated that ``

some can not acquire immunity even if infected '', the situation is in a new phase

http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/269.html

 Who attacked Wuhan ?!
China is Confronting the COVID-19 Epidemic. Was It Man-Made? An Act of of
Bio-warfare?
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-is-confronting-the-covid19-epidemic-was-it-man-made
-an-act-of-of-bio-warfare/5705067
China’s Coronavirus: A Shocking Update. Did The Virus Originate in the US?
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-coronavirus-shocking-update/5705196

 The Strong Infection Power by strong bind between Virus and our body.
Biophysical characterization of the SARS-CoV2 spike protein binding with the
ACE2 receptor explains increased COVID-19 pathogenesis
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.30.015891v1

RBDs of the spike protein of SARS-CoV2 are highly optimized to achieve the strongest

possible binding interaction with ACE2 which is consistent with its enhanced pathogenicity.

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.30.015891v1.full.pdf

We computationally assess that SARS-CoV2 outcompetes the human ATR1 surface

receptor protein to preferentially bind the human ACE2.

Molecular Mechanism of Evolution and Human Infection with SARS-CoV-2
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32290077

https://www.epochtimes.jp/p/2020/02/51700.html
http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/409.html
http://www.asyura2.com/19/kokusai28/msg/269.html
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-is-confronting-the-covid19-epidemic-was-it-man-made-an-act-of-of-bio-warfare/5705067
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-is-confronting-the-covid19-epidemic-was-it-man-made-an-act-of-of-bio-warfare/5705067
https://www.globalresearch.ca/china-coronavirus-shocking-update/5705196
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.30.015891v1
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.30.015891v1.full.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32290077


It was found that SARS-CoV-2 binds ACE2 with a higher affinity than SARS-CoV, which may

partly explain that SARS-CoV-2 is much more infectious than SARS-CoV.
Here's why the new coronavirus is so good at infecting human cells
https://www.livescience.com/why-coronavirus-attaches-stronger-human-cells.html

Coronavirus has a compact "ridge" that allows it to attach more strongly to human cells

 Reports Disclosing Possibility of Immunodeficiency?!.
 Political Views

WHO warns against coronavirus 'immunity passports'
UN health agency says there is 'no evidence' that recovered coronavirus patients are

protected from reinfection.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/04/warns-coronavirus-immunity-passports-20042515

0532564.html

Why collective immunity cannot be the key to deconfinement
https://www.numerama.com/sciences/618840-pourquoi-limmunite-collective-ne-pourra-pas-

etre-la-cle-du-deconfinement.html

President Macron affirmed, during his speech of Monday April 13 , that the first analyzes

showed that a collective immunity was largely insufficient in the short or medium term.

                                 

Here's Why Herd Immunity Won't Save Us From The COVID-19 Pandemic
https://www.sciencealert.com/why-herd-immunity-will-not-save-us-from-the-covid-19-pandemic

All of this is simply nonsense. Herd immunity without a vaccine is by definition not a preventative

measure.*Herd immunity is an epidemiological concept that describes the state where a

population – usually of people – is sufficiently immune to a disease that the infection will not

spread within that group. In other words, enough people can't get the disease – either through

vaccination or natural immunity – that the people who are vulnerable are protected.

https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-informatio

n-for-clinicians.pdf

 Experimental Data for Acquiring Antibody and the Actual Effectiveness.
Coronavirus immunity test faces a setback as some recovered patients
only present low levels of antibodies in their system

https://www.livescience.com/why-coronavirus-attaches-stronger-human-cells.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/04/warns-coronavirus-immunity-passports-200425150532564.html
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/04/warns-coronavirus-immunity-passports-200425150532564.html
https://www.numerama.com/sciences/618840-pourquoi-limmunite-collective-ne-pourra-pas-etre-la-cle-du-deconfinement.html
https://www.numerama.com/sciences/618840-pourquoi-limmunite-collective-ne-pourra-pas-etre-la-cle-du-deconfinement.html
https://www.sciencealert.com/why-herd-immunity-will-not-save-us-from-the-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-information-for-clinicians.pdf
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-information-for-clinicians.pdf


A team from Fudan University in China analysed blood from 175 patients and found that

nearly 1/3 had surprisingly few antibodies

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2020/04/08/coronavirus-immunity-test-faces-setback-r

ecovered-patients-present/

New research raises questions about coronavirus immunity: 6% of
recovered patients in one study didn't develop antibodies at all
https://www.businessinsider.com/study-recovered-coronavirus-patients-antibodies-2020-4

What Covid-19 antibody tests say and don t say about immunity
A positive antibody test doesn t yet mean you re immune to Covid-19

https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2020/4/28/21237922/antibody-test-covid-19-immunity

Everything we know about coronavirus immunity and antibodies
— and plenty we still don’t
https://www.statnews.com/2020/04/20/everything-we-know-about-coronavirus-immunity-an

d-antibodies-and-plenty-we-still-dont/

 Rapid Mutation and Immunodeficiency.
<old>coronaviruses are exceptionally unlikely to cause RNA mutations,but new one is not.

Antibody(immunity)and drugs are targeting specified virus,while if it mutates enough,the

antibody and drugs become vain.This is fatal to stabilize our society activity.

Coronavirus’s ability to mutate has been vastly underestimated, and
mutations affect deadliness of strains, Chinese study finds
＊The most aggressive strains of Sars-CoV-2 could generate 270 times as much viral load

as the least potent type

＊New York may have a deadlier strain imported from Europe, compared to less deadly

viruses elsewhere in the United States

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3080771/coronavirus-mutations-affect-de

adliness-strains-chinese-study

Li team has detected more than 30 mutations. Among them, 19 mutations-or about 60%

-was new.They found some of these mutations could lead to functional changes in a unique

structure on the viral envelope that allow the viral spike protein, coronavirus, to bind to

human cells. did. Computer simulations predicted these mutations would increase infectivity

..............“If there is a discovery that overturns the prevailing perception, don’t be surprised.”

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2020/04/08/coronavirus-immunity-test-faces-setback-recovered-patients-present/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2020/04/08/coronavirus-immunity-test-faces-setback-recovered-patients-present/
https://www.businessinsider.com/study-recovered-coronavirus-patients-antibodies-2020-4
https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2020/4/28/21237922/antibody-test-covid-19-immunity
https://www.statnews.com/2020/04/20/everything-we-know-about-coronavirus-immunity-and-antibodies-and-plenty-we-still-dont/
https://www.statnews.com/2020/04/20/everything-we-know-about-coronavirus-immunity-and-antibodies-and-plenty-we-still-dont/


Urgent Contribution (1) Virological Characteristics of New Coronavirus Infection
(COVID-19) and Consideration of Infection Mode (Kimiyasu Shiraki)
https://www.jmedj.co.jp/journal/paper/detail.php?id=14278

Regarding RNA synthase that determines the stability of viral genes, influenza, hepatitis C, and

HIV viruses are susceptible to gene mutations, whereas <old>coronaviruses are exceptionally

unlikely to cause RNA mutations.

That is,new Coronavirus is different type from old ones,which may be also another evidence

of man made one.It is told by many that symptom curiously varies from calm to wild,or wild

to calm and wild,those are random enough in time and space(organs invaded by virus).

Those may be due to both feature of strong infection power with less density and rapid

mutation causing varieties of symptoms ??.

 Our Possible Option at Now<Recovering in a time or No Recovering the Worst Case> :
Maybe all depends on Vaccine yes or no !!.Authors conclusion is the worst case scenario.

 Keeping Combat toward Complete Virus Eradication in Wartime Regime.
It is keeping social containment strategy for long years with employing advanced technology

toward Complete Virus Eradication. If incomplete,the less virus density would recover the

riots again.

 Note WHO once declared SARS eradication by social containment  trategy.

Also note Newzealand is told to almost success in Coronavirus social containment.

 Essential Business and Dying Business in Wartime Regime.
See APPENDIX-23.

https://www.jmedj.co.jp/journal/paper/detail.php?id=14278
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